ABSTRACT Leveraging deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) for various application areas has become a recent inclination of many machine learning practitioners due to their impressive performance. Research trends show that the state-of-the-art networks are getting deeper and deeper and such networks have shown significant performance increase. Deeper and larger neural networks imply the increase in computational intensity and memory footprint. This is particularly a problem for inference-based applications on resource constrained computing platforms. On the other hand, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are becoming a promising choice in giving hardware solutions for most deep learning implementations due to their high-performance and low-power features. With the rapid formation of various state-of-the-art CNN architectures, a flexible CNN hardware processor that can handle different CNN architectures and yet customize itself to achieve higher resource efficiency and optimum performance is critically important. In this paper, a novel and highly flexible DCNN processor, MulNet, is proposed. MulNet can be used to process most regular state-of-the-art CNN variants aiming at maximizing resource utilization of a target device. A processing core with multiplier and without multiplier is employed to achieve that. We formulated optimum fixed-point quantization format for MulNet by analyzing layer-by-layer quantization error. We also created a power-of-2 quantization for multiplier-free (MF) processing core of MulNet. Both quantizations significantly reduced the memory space needed and the logic consumption in the target device. We utilized Xilinx Zynq SoCs to leverage the one die hybrid (CPU and FPGA) architecture. We devised a scheme that utilizes Zynq processing system (PS) for memory intensive layers and the Zynq programmable logic (PL) for computationally intensive layers. We implemented modified LeNet, CIFAR-10 full, ConvNet processor (CNP), MPCNN, and AlexNet to evaluate MulNet. Our architecture with MF processing cores shows the promising result, by saving 36%-72% on-chip memory and 10%-44% DSP48 IPs, compared to the architecture with cores implemented using the multiplier. Comparison with the state of the art showed a very promising 25-40× DSP48 and 25-29× on-chip memory reduction with up to 136.9-GOP/s performance and 88.49-GOP/s/W power efficiency. Hence, our results demonstrate that the proposed architecture can be very expedient for resource constrained devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Leveraging deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) for various application areas has become a recent inclination of many machine learning practitioners due to their impressive performance [1] . These include applications ranging from (but certainly not limited to) image processing, constrained computing platforms. With the rapid formation of various state-of-the-art convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures a flexible CNN hardware processor that can handle different CNN architectures and yet customize itself to achieve higher resource efficiency and optimum performance is critically needed. In terms of hardware platform, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are becoming the dominating choice for high performance and low-power deep learning processor design [4] - [7] . FPGA technology is also in a trend of rapid advancement in the past few years due to increment in its capacity and ease of usage for the designers. FPGAs are suitable for computationally intensive algorithms resulting in a faster computational speed and higher energy efficiency compared to other hardware rivals [7] - [9] . In the past three years, a number of FPGA-based CNN processor architectures have been proposed [12] - [25] . A few of the highlights of these approaches include, parameter reduction [11] , [26] , binary weight quantization [20] , [21] , [24] , optimization for power [12] , memory bandwidth optimization [15] , [16] , [23] , pipelining, parallelism and batch-based processing [10] , [13] , [25] , computation load reduction [14] , and dataflow optimization [19] , [22] . Among the various tools available for implementation of CNN architecture on various FPGAs, Vivado HLS and OpenCL are the most commonly used in literature for the sake of productivity at the cost of hardware efficiency and performance [5] , [8] , [9] . Most of the FPGA-based architectures proposed in these literatures are tailored or optimized to a particular CNN architecture. This approach, however, is not quite effective as it requires designing a tailored CNN hardware processor for every new network. This problem is more intensified by the different number of parameters each network has (different kernel sizes, input dimensions, feature dimensions, number of layers and the number of kernels in each layer), that the hardware processor has to acclimate. Hence, a highly flexible architecture that can mold itself into the given CNN and yet achieve a higher resource utilization efficiency is critically important. In this work we are proposing a highly flexible architecture, MulNet, that can process most regular CNN variants. Additionally, as stated earlier, convolution operation is the most computationally intensive task in almost every state-ofthe-art CNN. The existing literature address this problem by optimizing the processing core multiplier unit for convolution. We are also exploring to relieve this problem by utilizing binary logic relation and judicious quantization to replace the actual unit entirely with inexpensive shift register units. To the best of our knowledge none of the aforementioned references have proposed a highly flexible architecture utilizing multiplier-free (MF) processing cores by formulating their own quantization format to achieve higher resource utilization on the target devices.
In this paper, a novel and highly flexible DCNN processor architecture, MulNet, is proposed. MulNet can be used to process most regular CNN variants aiming to maximize resource utilization of a target device by creating a novel architecture with configurable number of multiply and accumulate, and pooling (MAP) cores. MAP cores with multiplier and without multiplier is employed to achieve higher resource efficiency. We formulated quantization for trained weights and feature maps by analyzing the layerby-layer quantization error between quantized network and original 32-bit float network. We also created a power-of-2 quantization for a MF processing cores of MulNet. Both quantization significantly reduced the memory space and the logic needed in the target device. We stored weights, input image and feature maps on external DDR. Weights and input features of the layer under execution are loaded on-chip for current computation with one-time transfer of each feature pixel and maximum data reuse across all weights. We utilized Xilinx Zynq SoCs to leverage the one die hybrid (CPU and FPGA) architecture. We devised a scheme that utilizes the processing system (PS) for memory-centric layers and the programmable logic (PL) for computation-centric layers. We implemented Modified LeNet, CIFAR-10 Full, ConvNet Processor (CNP), MPCNN, and AlexNet to evaluate MulNet. Our architecture with MF processing cores shows promising results, by saving 36%-72% on-chip memory and 10%-44% DSP48 IPs, compared to the architecture with cores implemented using multiplier. Comparison with the state-of-the-art showed a very promising 25-40x DSP48 and 25-29x on-chip memory reduction with up to 136.9 GOP/sec performance and 88.49 GOP/sec/watt power efficiency. Hence, our results demonstrate that the proposed architecture can be very expedient for resource constrained devices. The following are the main contributions of this work:
• A novel and highly flexible CNN processor architecture, MulNet, is proposed that can be used to process any regular CNN variant aiming to maximize resource utilization of a target device
• Implemented hardware optimized MulNet on hybrid embedded architecture by devising hardware-friendly data loading, on-chip memory addressing and task scheduling
• Formulated and evaluated different fixed point and power-of-2 quantization formats by analyzing a layer-by-layer quantization error across different bit widths
• Demonstrated the functionality of proposed MulNet on CNP, MPCNN, Modified LeNet, CIFAR-10 and AlexNet CNNs The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents some introductory concepts on CNN and the different layers. Section III discusses the framework we developed for design and evaluation of MulNet. Section IV addresses MulNet architecture and its data flow in detail. Section V presents evaluation of MulNet and a comparison with the state-of-the-art. Section VII discusses the strategies we devised to implement AlexNet leveraging our proposed architecture, MulNet. In Section VIII we reported MulNet's accuracy performance on different CNN benchmarks and across different datawidth. Section IX concludes the paper. 
II. PRIMER ON CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK (CNN)
History of learning systems goes back to the time when Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) were developed to emulate human brain. Our brain is composed of millions of neurons interconnected to each other allowing us to make complex decisions in a very short time. Similar to that, ANN is composed of simple connected units called perceptron, where each perceptron is activated by real-valued inputs, computing the equation below to output 1 when the linear operation of the inputs is greater than zero, and 0 otherwise [27] .
..x n are inputs and w 1 , w 2 ...w n are real-valued constants called weights which relate the input with the output, shown in Figure 1 . Basic perceptron, however, has limitation as it is not able to represent complex functions. This limitation lead to an idea of creating multi-perceptron structure called MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), shown in Figure 1 . In MLP we have network of perceptrons divided into layers; input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Depending on the network, more than one hidden layer can be used to build the network. MLPs are able to learn very complex functions and have been used for various tasks. Training MLPs is done using back-propagation, an algorithm using gradient descent search in the network's weight space reducing the error between the network output and the expected output iteratively [27] . Researchers have shown that such small sized neural network performed well in different applications [27] . In recent years, researchers have extended this concept of conventional NN (called shallow-NN) by adding more layers and complex functions in order to learn more abstract features from the data (deep-NN or DNN). Such deep networks become popular in the past decade by out-performing the conventional shallow networks [1] . Convolutional neural network (CNN) is one of such deep neural network architectures designed to have a sequence of convolution and pooling operations (both of these operations are explained later on in this section) applied on an input data followed by fully connected layers resulting in the classification probabilities of the input data. CNN is also one of the most widely used DNN algorithm in numerous computer vision applications. Fig. 2 shows the basic convolutional neural network structure with all the above mentioned operations.
A. CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER
Convolutional layer is the main layer in CNN (it is appearing twice in Figure 2 ), this layer performs convolution over the input image using kernels and produces an output features (distinct and useful observation grasped from the input image). Kernels also called filters or weight vectors are small sized real-valued matrix that are applied on the image to transform the information encoded in the data. Convolution operation is needed to extract the relevant information by suppressing the distracting information inside the input data. Convolutional layer is usually used in the early stages of the network. The basic operation of a convolutional layer in a feed-forward phase is shown in Figure 3 . Each kernel function (weight matrix), whose dimension is represented by K, is convolved with K × K window of the input image and then added to produce one pixel of the feature map for the next layer. Each kernel function slides over the input image by stride size (the number of steps the window of the input images slides for the next convolution). This stride, dot product of K × K window of the input with K × K kernel matrix, and summation operation is repeated until the kernel function covers the whole input image. Therefore, if N × N image is convolved with K × K kernel function it results in features with dimension (N − K + 1) × (N − K + 1), for stride size of one.
B. POOLING LAYER
Convolutional layers are normally followed by pooling layers in most CNNs. Pooling layers perform down-sampling of input features. Similar to convolutional layer, the sliding window in pooling layer is also shifted by n number of rows/columns. This results in combining features by ignoring small distortions/shifts. In other words, by combining features into one, pooling layer enforces spatial invariance. Pooling layers also help in reducing the input feature dimension and resulting in less computational overhead for the following layers. The most common pooling operation is max-pooling which transforms an input feature by taking the maximum of the values in a sliding window over the input feature. In Fig. 3 , a MaxPooling operation on a 1 × 6 × 6 feature resulting in a reduced feature size 1×4×4 is shown. The 3×3 green area of MaxPooling within the input feature in Fig. 2 is representing the sliding window. 
C. FULLY CONNECTED(FC) LAYER
Fully connected or inner product layers are used in the last stage of CNN for classification operations. Fully connected layer performs linear transformation over the input features by applying matrix multiplication with the weight vectors.
III. FRAMEWORK OF MULNET
This work proposes a highly flexible CNN processor architecture with higher resource utilization efficiency. The methodology we developed for both design and evaluation of our proposed CNN processor is shown in Figure 4 . This step includes creating a new network or utilizing existing CNN networks. Creating or collecting a dataset is for training the network is the next process. This involves collecting a large data, cleaning the data and generating the right training and validation data format. For training the network we used Caffe from Berkeley Vision and Learning Center [28] which we built on Tesla K80 GPU. Caffe is one of the early deep learning frameworks used for training deep learning networks. Since it uses a simple text-based file format to define the network and the training optimization hyper-parameters it eases the training complexity. After training Caffe returns the trained model in a file called caffemodel. This file contains the individual weight values that the network learned during training which are represented in 32-bit float. The last process in this stage is Network Analysis and Quantization. We developed two quantization formats. For the first one, we converted the 32-bit weight vectors into fixed point Q(I.F) format for arbitrary I and F size where I is the integer part bit width and F is the fractional part bit width. This conversion however is made based on the network analysis which performs the layer-by-layer quantization error. For the second one, we quantized the 32-bit weight vectors into power-of-2 exponent format for MF MAC operations. Both techniques are discussed in detail in Section V. All the aforementioned tasks are purely software based accomplished using Python and Caffe IDE.
The next stage of our framework is designing the hardware processor for the CNN network defined in the previous stage. The first task in this stage is register transfer level (RTL) design and simulation using Vivado HLS development environment. Vivado HLS is a tool from Xilinx that transforms a C specification in C, C++, SystemC into an RTL implementation that can synthesize into a Xilinx field 47512 VOLUME 7, 2019 programmable gate array (FPGA). Using this tool, we developed MulNet, a highly flexible CNN processor architecture both in terms of mapping various regular CNN architectures into one hardware and its capability to compute on various weight and feature quantization. A more detailed discussion on MulNet is presented in Section IV. The main challenge in creating MulNet is to make it generic enough and yet be able to tailor it to a specific network with optimum hardware consumption and faster computation time. This is particularly a challenge as different networks have different kernel sizes, input dimensions, feature dimensions, number of layers and the number of kernels in each layer. We created customizable functions that are common and can be used in most CNN variants, for instance data loading functions from DDR to onchip memory, on-chip memory addressing functions, a MAC computing functions, data offloading function from on-chip to DDR and interfacing functions. We utilize these functions and develop a new scheduling for that particular network depending on its work load and network structure. Regarding the actual implementation, this process requires the network definition, the target hardware and a timing constraint as an input, as shown in Figure 4 . The network definition, as stated above, is used to create task scheduling of a CNN network in the hardware. The target device and the timing constraint are used by Vivado HLS Synthesizer to estimate if the hardware created fits in that target device and if the hardware created meets the clock frequency specified in the timing constraint file, respectively. This is followed by verifying the functionality of the designed hardware through simulation and Co-Simulation. Vivado perform C/RTL Co-Simulation by generating RTL testbench from the C testbench for simulating the RTL and verifying if the C code produce the same result as the synthesized RTL. A successful run through these tasks lead to generating an IP core with the right interfaces for integration. The FPGAs we targeted are Zynq SoC based FPGAs. This FPGA family is based on the Xilinx All Programmable system-on-chip (AP SoC) architecture. This hybrid architecture integrates a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore-based processing system (PS) and Xilinx programmable logic (PL) in a single device. ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore CPUs are the central hub of the PS which includes on-chip memory, external memory interfaces, and a set of I/O peripherals [35] . We leveraged this architecture by using the PS as a central coordinator for the whole computation, and memory centric tasks while using the PL for computationally intensive tasks. The Vivado HLS generated IP is then required to be integrated with the CPU cores through the processing system wrapper in Vivado Design Suite, DDR external memory and the system reset unit. This integration is done in Vivado IP Integrator. After the integration one top-level HDL wrapper is generated which needs to be synthesized and implemented using the timing and target device as constraints. This generates a bitstream that is used to configure the Zynq device.
The last stage of our methodology is application development to coordinate the whole computation using Software Development Kit (SDK) on the actual hardware, shown in Figure 4 . In general, SDK provides a variety of Xilinx software packages, including drivers, libraries, BSP (board support packages), and complete operating systems for developing a software platform. When the SDK is launched, after the bitstream is generated, it starts with an auto generated BSP files for a target device, and functions to access peripherals. These functions expose the IP level function, port level interfaces and interrupt functions. In our framework we utilize these functions as follows: all the interface ports defined in our CNN processor IP are exposed using their corresponding get/set functions to write and read data from the IP in that port. Using these functions that run on the CPU cores we then write a C/C++ based application to coordinate the CNN computation which includes functions to reading and loading weight vectors and input data to DDR, to initialize the IP, to start the IP and to read the computed output from the IP. 
IV. MULNET
The framework and the MulNet architecture we presented in this work target a Zynq SoC based platform. This is depicted in Figure 5 . MulNet is fully implemented using Zynq programmable logic (PL). It is interfaced with PS and external DDR through AXI4. The PS runs a C++ application that controls the start and end of MulNet computation. MulNet is designed to process CNN networks by computing the computation centric part of the network inside PL and memory centric part using PS. This is mainly because convolution operations take more than 90% of the total computation, and weight and feature maps in convolutional layers are reusable unlike fully connected layers where all weights are unique for every single multiplication. Moreover, in Zynq SoC platforms the external memory, DDR, is physically connected to PS hence memory intensive tasks could take benefit of this design by reducing memory traffic. Therefore, all convolutional, pooling and activation layers are computed in PL and all fully connected layers are computed in PS. The highlevel MulNet architecture is shown in Figure 6 . The core units in MulNet architecture are on-chip memory, processing cores and interfacing modules. The on-chip memory is clustered into Input Block RAM (IBRAMs), Weight Block RAM (WBRAM), Output or Feature Block RAM (OBRAM) and Bias Block RAM (BBRAM)). The processing core we called them MAP Cores (Multiply and Accumulate, and Pooling) which compute MAC operations or max pooling operations based on the control signal asserted. Our architecture also utilizes external memory, DDR, for its computation by initially storing the quantized weight vectors and input image. As the computation continues, each layer generates intermediate feature maps, which we stored these values in DDR as well.
A. ON-CHIP MEMORY UNITS
The IBRAM is an on-chip block ram that is used to store the input image or input features. MulNet's IBRAM consumption vary in number depending on the size of the input features that needs to be loaded on-chip. A single Xilinx's block RAM consists of a 36Kb storage area two independent access ports [34] . The total number of on-chip memory required for IBRAM, hence can be estimated as follows:
(1)
where Words imply the maximum layer feature size in the network and I.Quant.bitwidth is feature map bitwidth. Hence, we allocated the on-chip memory for the size of the largest layer in-terms of feature size where by all other layer's features can be accommodated. The WBRAM is a cluster of block RAMs that is used to store quantized weights of the network. Similarly, number of WBRAM consumption depends on the number of weight vectors a layer has. For MulNet most of the available block rams on the target device are consumed for weight storing. This is partly because our scheme of storing all weights of a layer on-chip and the memory partitioning applied for concurrent reading of weights for parallel convolution operation. The total number of on-chip memory required for WBRAM, hence can be estimated as follows:
where Words imply the maximum number of weights of a single layer in a network and W.Quant.bitwidth is feature map bitwidth. Hence, we allocated the weight on-chip memory to the size of the layer with maximum number of weight where by all other layer's weights can be accommodated. Similarly, OBRAM and BBRAM are on-chip block RAMs used in our architecture to store output feature maps and bias values of a particular layer, respectively.
B. PROCESSING CORES -MAP CORES
A single MAP unit, shown in Figure 6 , functions as a MAC (Multiply and Accumulate) operator or as a Pooling operator depending on the mode bit asserted. It is worth mentioning here that Figure 6 shows two types of implementation of MAP unit, cores implemented using multiplier and MF implementation. Each MAP unit can be implemented with anyone of these two ways. As a MAC module it computes the basic multiply and accumulate operation of a K × K convolution and as a pooling operator it computes a max pool operation of a K × K receptive area of the input features. A single MAP unit, as a MAC operator, can take up to K parallel inputs and K weight vectors to produce a single output using the dot product. For a MAP cores implemented with multipliers, the dot product is computed by performing a multiplication operation between each i th weight from K × K weight arrays and each i th pixel from the K × K feature map arrays. However, with MF MAP cores, we are shifting each i th pixel by the magnitude of the power-of-2 exponent fed to the cores as weight vectors. The sign of the weight is identified based on the sign of the power-of-2 exponent which are appended artificially. The later approach results in a higher resource utilization efficiency, discussed in Section VI, and brings substantial memory space savings. The dimensions of the input vectors for the MAC can be adjusted to any K × K convolution. The networks we chose to demonstrate the functionality of our architecture on has a 7 × 7, 6 × 6 and 5 × 5 kernel dimensions. For the sake of simplicity, Figure 6 illustrates a 3 × 3 convolving MAP cores only. On the other hand, as a Pool operator MAP cores can compute MaxPool by comparing and selecting the maximum value from up to K parallel input vectors, given the mode bit is set to Pool. As shown in Figure 6 , the number of MAP cores, N, is configurable. This helps to increase the number of MAP cores computing in parallel which is only limited by the resources of the target device. This is also one of the features that makes MulNet highly flexible to fit in a small or large target device.
C. INTERFACING WITH SUBSYSTEMS
Our processor is interfaced with subsystems inside the Zynq system based on efficient industry standard Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) connections. This has been made handy in Vivado HLS as the arguments of the top-level function are synthesized into the IP's external interfaces. Among the three-port level AXI4 interfaces supported by Vivado HLS (AXI4-Stream (axis), AXI4-Lite (s_axilite), and AXI4 master (m_axi) interfaces) we utilized AXI master as a main data transfer interface between external DDR and on-chip memory, and AXI4-Lite is used for transferring configuration data from the PS to MulNet IP.
D. SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE
Before MulNet starts computing, quantized and pre-arranged weight vectors and input images are stored in DDR. The initial memory size in bytes can be obtained if the input image dimension, N, is known using Equation 5 . Similarly, total weight vector bytes can be calculated using Equation 6 by multiplying the total number of individual weights, #weight, with the bitwidth.
Weight_mem_req : #weights * bitwidth 8
This calculation is used for offset calculation for the right indexing of data from DDR. On the other hand, binary format of each weight vector and input image are generated and re-arranged in channel-major fashion before being loaded to DDR. Channel-major arranges weights or feature maps in all channels first and all rows second manner, this provides an opportunity to compute multiple convolutions at a time and/or without pulling new weight vectors from external memory. All these data loading functions to DDR are executed from the PS. Figure 7 shows the task scheduling of MulNet once it gets started from the processing system. MulNet has two interfaces, AXI4 interface for data loading from DDR to on-chip and vice versa, and AXI4-Lite interface for configuring MulNet from PS. As shown in Figure 7 , the first task is configuring MulNet modules which includes Weight Module, Feature Module, Input Module and MAP Module represented as W, F, I and M, respectively. The configuration information contains all the layer specific data which includes input dimension, number of input channels, number of output channels, kernel dimension, stride size, number of padding, layer type and memory addressing offsets. All these data are packed using DATA_PACK directive feature of Vivado HLS. It packs all the configuration elements into one wide vector and allows simultaneous read and write on all elements. For instance configuration data for the first convolutional layer of CIFAR10 network looks like (32, 1, 20, 5, 1, 0 , 0, 520, 15680, 1024, 0, 2264), which corresponds to input dimension, number of input channels, number of output channels, kernel dimension, stride size, number of padding, layer type, number of weights, weight memory offset address, feature memory offset address, and output memory offset address, respectively.
Once the modules are configured to the currently executing layer parameters, the next step is loading the input data and weights from DDR to on-chip memory via the AXI4 interface of the MulNet. The scheme we created transfers all input feature maps and weight vectors of a specific layer to onchip memory before starting computation of that layer. This approach works for small to medium sized networks but when the network gets larger and the number of weights and input features of a layer cannot fully fit over on-chip memory. For that we devised another scheme where we load L lines (rows + channels) of the input features at a time. The number of lines to be loaded at a time, L, is configurable per layer basis. Following a layer-specific start and stop index is calculated as shown in Algorithm 1. These indexes are memory addresses in IBRAM corresponding to the first and the last K × K convolution features in that layer. Algorithm 1 shows how both start and stop indexes are calculated.
An alternative way of reading the current K × K feature map is by calculating (x * y * ci) to read pixel value at (x, y, ci) and iterating through K 2 pixels by calculating (x+i * y+j * ci+p) where i and j are between [0, K − 1], and p ranging from the first to last channel of the feature map. However, executing this calculation for every pixel in parallel consumes a lot of multiplier and is not hardware friendly. For instance, for a 5 × 5 kernel, 2*25 multipliers are required to read all 25 pixel values. Hence, we created the scheme shown in Figure 8 . In our scheme we only calculate the central pixel (for instance in a 5 × 5 convolution, (2,2) is the central pixel) once, which is derived from the start and stop index, and use adders and shifters to calculate all the neighboring pixels as shown in Figure 8 by black arrows. The pseduo code for this address calculation is shown in Algorithm 1. To complete the whole convolution, this indexing iterates over the whole feature map as shown in the green line in Figure 8 . The indexing variation when the layer's input features is zero padded is also shown both in Algorithm 1 and Figure 8 .
The next step in the task scheduler of Figure 7 is to compute convolution or pooling based on the layer type. For convolutional layers, a K × K feature is pulled from IBRAM and get convolved with chOUT number of K × K weight vectors repeated across each input channel. The main advantage of this approach is it maximizes computational efficiency, as all the chOUT convolutions can be computed concurrently with no data dependency between each other. Moreover, each K × K feature is accessed just once for all convolution operations involving it. This saves a number of clock cycles both from the memory access and convolution computation concurrency. The MAC result for each output channel then is stored in OBRAM. This process continues across each input channel where each chOUT sum is accumulated on the previous one and written back to OBRAM after the summation. The RTL for this computation is shown in Figure 6 , Main Architecture. Depending on the current computing layer architecture, pixel wise activation is applied. MulNet has the two most common activation functions, Sigmoid and ReLU, implemented. Sigmoid is implemented using piecewise linear approximation with the whole function taking a few hundred LUTs and flops based on the technique presented in [29] . ReLU is implemented using simple comparators. Once all the convolution for each chOUT number weight vectors across each input channel, chIN, is computed, the data in BRAM is offloaded back to DDR to the right offset address through AXI4 interface of MulNet. This data flow continues until all the convolution operations of the layer are completed, i.e. across chIN, X, Y as shown in Figure 7 where X, Y are the dimensions of each feature map and chIN is the number of individual feature maps. In our proposed technique the next layer starts execution taking the output of the previous feature map as an input. Pooling is computed in a similar fashion as shown in Figure 7 .
V. QUANTIZATION
In this work, we explored two quantization formats. The first one is Q(I.F) fixed-point format where I is the integer part bit width and F is the fractional part bit width, and the second one is power-of-2 quantization format. For the former one, as depicted in Figure 4 , we quantized the trained weights into 8, 16 and 32 bits as follows:
where F is the number of fractional digits in QI.F fixed-point format, float_value is the actual weight value, dec2bin is a decimal to binary converter function and binary_value is the final quantized weight value that we stored in memory for computation. For power-of-2 quantization we converted the trained weight values into the nearest power-of-2 values, and then calculated the power-of-2 exponent that we stored in memory. This exponent is later used in our MAP cores to know how many times a feature value needs to be shifted. For all the cases a signed 8-bit is enough to store the exponents. This quantization allows such convolution computation using MF processing cores in hardware. The resource utilization efficiency of the two quantization techniques is compared in Figure 9 . We calculated Power-of-2 quantization error based on 32-bit weight distribution and the quantized weight distribution percentage difference for each layer as follows:
where origW is originally trained 32-bit float weight values, quantizedW is the corresponding quantized weight values and num.of.weights is number of weights in that layer. We plotted our quantization error and averaged out the percentage value. Our technique provides an average of 3.5% error with a 3 σ of 11. The reason we are only using a powerof-2 bit width (8, 16 and 32) is that AXI4 only supports 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, or 1024 data bits and AXI4-Lite only supports 32 bits and 64 bits. Hence the bit width should always be a power of two with a support of data width conversion that doesn't match the internal crossbar between our AXI master MulNet IP to any memory-mapped slave. 
VI. EVALUATION AND STATE-OF-THE-ART COMPARISON
In order to evaluate our proposed architecture we implemented five well known CNNs, ConvNet processor (CNP) [30] , Modified LeNet [26] , CIFAR-10 [31] and MPCNN [32] . Table 1 contains these workloads with their layers, feature dimension, kernel size, number of MAP operations, number of individual weights and total model size of the layers. All of them are implemented using both techniques, MAP cores implemented using multipliers and MF MAP cores, of our proposed architecture, MulNet, targeting Zynq XC7Z020 device running at 100MHz. The Zynq XC7Z020 devices has 106400 Flops, 53200 LUTs, 140 BRAMs and 220 DSP slices. The CNP is a network that is designed for face detection [30] . It has three convolutional layers and two pooling layers. Modified LeNet is another network created for hand written digit recognition, built from two convolutional layers and two pooling layers. CIFAR-10 is a 6-layer CNN that can classify 32 × 32 images into 10 different classes. MPCNN is a CNN developed for visualbased hand gesture recognition on a 32 × 32 gray scale images. The following sections discuss the MulNet's resource utilization efficiency, on-chip power estimate and state-ofthe-art comparison.
A. RESOURCE UTILIZATION
The resource utilization for the four benchmark CNN architectures is shown in Figure 9 . Our architecture with MF processing cores show a promising result by saving 36%-72% on-chip memory and 10%-44% DSP48 IPs compared to the architecture with cores implemented using multiplier. We also observed that for lower bit precisions the difference between the two versions of our architecture is very small while as the computation bit width of the architecture increases, we see significant resource difference between with multiplier and MF architecture. It can also be seen from our result that, for power-of-2 quantization the on-chip memory requirement stays constant across bit width variation, the reason for this is that we only stored the power-of-2 exponent, not the actual value for which an 8-bit is always enough. This brings considerable on-chip memory saving and certainly comes in very handy for resource constrained devices. From all the four benchmarks, the maximum on-chip BRAM saving is 72% (comparing with multiplier and MF architectures) for CIFAR-10, the maximum DSP48 saving is 44% for Modified LeNet and maximum saving for FF and LUT is 39% and 27%, respectively, on CIFAR-10 architecture. Based on our experiment, it can be concluded that the technique presented here can be more beneficial for deeper networks (more number of layers) with a higher feature precisions (i.e. our MF technique is better for 32-bit feature compared to 8-bit). Although the BRAM and DSP48 consumption always have an improved trend for MF architecture, but in few cases FF and LUT requirements remained in similar range for both the techniques.
Comparison with the state-of-the-art is made with [36] and [37] . Both reported 16-bit fixed point quantized computation on the same target device as our work. Table 2 shows the improvement MulNet obtained over [36] and [37] . MulNet achieves 4.8-7.8x better on-chip memory utilization, 25-29x less DSP48 and significant Flops and LUTs saving in both cores compared to [36] on CNP workload. For LeNet, MulNet shows a 1.7-2.7x and 12.7-20x better on-chip memory utilization compared to [36] and [37] , respectively. Likewise, 1.3-1.6x and 22.6-27.2x less DSP48 compared to [36] and [37] , respectively. For CIFAR-10, MulNet gains an improvement of about 2.7-5.1x on-chip memory and 13.6-15x DSP48 resource saving compared to [37] . MulNet obtains an improvement of about 2.2-3.4x on-chip memory, 1.7-2x DSP48, 29.8x Flops and 21.3x LUT resources reduction compared to [32] on MPCNN workload. These results evidently show a significant improvement both in on-chip memory and PL resources.
B. PERFORMANCE
In order to measure the performance, we calculated GOP/sec of MulNet for all the four benchmarks presented in this work. Figure 10 shows the results we obtained. In [36] Venieris et al. reported 0.48 GOP/sec for LeNet, 0.74 GOP/sec for MPCNN and 3.53 GOP/sec for CNP. Comparison of MulNet with [36] shows a 3.5x better performance on MPCNN while Venieris et al's work shows a better performance on CNP. However, if the reduction in resource utilization is considered for CNP, in parallel with the performance trade off, we find out that the performance-resource joint metric (a variant of Area-Delay Product) is still favorable to our technique. Just to give a numerical perspective, least amount of DSP reduction, which is 25 times reduction for CNP, is better than 23.5 times (3.53/0.15) increment in the latency of the same architecture. Moreover, in Table 2 it can be seen that MulNet offers even further reduction (about 40 times) in logic elements (LUT and Flops). Hence, we claim that our overall performance-resource metric (i.e. Area-Delay Product) is better than the architecture in [36] . 
C. ON-CHIP POWER ESTIMATE
This section presents the On-Chip dynamic power of the target devices estimated using Vivado power analyzer. The results we obtained are plotted in Figure 12 . The power VOLUME 7, 2019 estimate is generated by extracting the power consumption of MulNet IP only, from the whole Zynq SoC subsystem. We observed the power consumption increases as the number of computation bits increase. The power estimation is mainly contributed by clock, signal, logic, BRAM and DSP of the target device. To further investigate, we analyzed the estimated power from the power analyzer for each component separately. We observed a distinct trend in power consumption due to signal transitions, which is denoted as signals' power in the log file. As an example, we found out that signal power for CNP network doubled as we increased number of bits from 8 to 16. While at the same time the signal power for MLeNet increased only 1.5 times. Although the power consumption for rest of the components, e.g. number of DSPs, and BRAMs, are within the similar range, but the higher increment in signal transition power resulted in a trend showing higher power consumption for wider bit widths for CNP network compared to MLenet. We attribute this fact due to higher dimension of weight matrix size in CNP network, which consequently require more frequent memory access, hence more power consumption. Our results also show that MulNet with MF processing cores achieved 2-10% dynamic power reduction for CIFAR-10 and 3.3-4.4% for CNP compared to MulNet with cores implemented using multipliers. By leveraging the performance results discussed in Section VI-B and the power estimate metric presented in this section, we calculated the power efficiency for our proposed MulNet. The power efficiency figures are reported in Table 3 in GOP/sec per watt. This metric signifies the amount of energy MulNet dissipates to perform each of the four benchmarks across different bitwidth. We observed that the power efficiency of MulNet increases with increase in computation bitwidth for all the four benchmarks. On the other hand, MulNet with MF core tends to show slightly better power efficiency compared to cores implemented using multipliers.
VII. ALEXNET ON MULNET
All workloads discussed above and implemented to evaluate MulNet are relatively smaller networks compared to AlexNet. This section describes our strategy of utilizing MulNet to compute AlexNet on XC7Z045 Zynq FPGA, and any deeper networks in general. Since the main challenge of deploying deeper networks in target FPGAs is the model size, therefore we investigated the number of parameters for each layer in AlexNet architecture to devise an efficient deployment. In MulNet scheduling, as discussed in Figure 7 , computation of each layer is completed before moving to the next layer. Hence, the requirement in fitting a trained model is to fit the layer with the higher number of weights in the network. To accomplish that, we calculated the number of parameters in each layer of AlexNet to see if the layer with the maximum number of weights can fit inside the on-chip memory available in our targeted device. In AlexNet architecture there are 34848, 614400, 884736, 1327104 and 884736 number of weights in Conv1 to Conv5 layers, respectively. The total available on-chip memory in our targeted FPGA device is 545 block RAMs with 36K bits per block. Hence, from our analysis we found out that the number of parameters in layer Conv4 can't fit in the 545 blocks of on-chip memory. As a result, we devised a technique of splitting this convolutional layer (Conv4) into two (Conv4_1 and Conv4_2) separate tasks, so we can fit each layer's (task's) weights onchip. Table 4 shows this task division. It also shows each layer's input feature dimension, kernel size, number of MAC operations, number of weights, and total model size of the architecture with 32-bit representation. After splitting Conv4 layer, the maximum number of weights in a single layer is 884736 (in Conv3 and in Conv5) which we stored in 512 block RAMs with 16-bit quantization. The lowest bit quantization for AlexNet is chosen as 16 bits. This is because of a significant drop in accuracy for 8-bit fixed point quantization (38.6%) and below. For the sake of optimized hardware computation, we split the weight tensor in the 4 th dimension i.e. from K × N × H × W into two K/2 × N × H × W dimension tensors, where K is the number of filters with H × W spatial dimension (height and width) and N is the number of inputs. The splitting in the K th dimension is selected in order to avoid extra accumulation (addition) operations in the 3D convolution that occurs if other dimensions are chosen. The K th dimension splitting of weight tensor results in two divided output features (1 × N/2 × H × W) in the N th dimension. Due to implementation details, such approach is also efficient in memory reading of the parameters and memory writing of the feature maps.
As discussed in section IV-D, when full parameters and features of the currently executing layer are larger in size compared to the available on-chip memory we utilize a scheme where we load L lines (rows + channels) of the input features at a time. We followed the same approach for implementing AlexNet using our proposed architecture, MulNet. Figure 13 and Algorithm 2 illustrates this approach of reading a certain portion of the input features from DDR to on-chip memory. The main advantage of this input buffering technique is that a pixel in a feature map (stored in DDR) is read only once (and stored on-chip) for its computation in the PL which significantly reduces the memory traffic between the off-chip and on-chip memory. Figure 13 shows a demonstrative example of our algorithm on 7 × 8 × 8 features. As shown in Figure 13 , in the first iteration of input buffering three lines of pixels are read, and in all the subsequent iterations require to read a single line of pixels. The input buffering iterations stops when the last line of pixel is read. The number of lines read at a time are configurable for each layer with the help of Algorithm 2 (line number 2 to 3 of Algorithm 2 ). The other constraints for selecting the number of lines are as follows: 1) how many more block RAMs are available after storing the layers weights; 2) the kernel size of the layer and 3) the stride size. In the first iteration at least a line greater than the kernel size has to be read in order to compute the convolution over that filter without reading features more than once. Similarly, the number of lines per iteration (the linePerIter in line number 3 of Algorithm 2) should be greater or equal to the stride size of the currently executing layer for the same reason. Lastly if in the current buffering iteration, the available input block RAMs (IBRAMs) are all occupied by the previously read pixels, memory space of pixels whose computation has completed is overwritten by the currently read pixels. This iteration continues until all pixels of the input features map are read. Any other line variation is possible if it meets these constraints. In our AlexNet implementation, we set L = 13 and linePerIter of 0 for Conv3 to Pool3 layers. Because of implementation details (i.e. efficient in hardware) we select power of two numbers except in the case of loading full feature maps on-chip (for instance, 13 in our design).
The resource utilization of our AlexNet architecture is shown in Figure 14 . We acquire 545 BRAMs and 40 DSP48 blocks usage in 16-bit fixed point quantized AlexNet implementation. Our MF implementation, as shown in the last column of Table 5 , uses 8-bit power-of-2 quantization. This implementation consumes 274 BRAMs and 20 DSP48 blocks. The 8-bit quantized AlexNet is implemented only using power-of-2 quantization as the accuracy drop in that case is very minimal i.e. 1.16% compared to the original trained 32-bit model. The performance of 16-bit fixed point quantized and 8-bit power-of-2 quantized AlexNet using MulNet architecture in GOP/sec and in GOP/sec/watt are comparable to the state-of-the-art methods shown in Table 5 . As shown in Table 5 , our implementation obtains 2.8x lesser on-chip memory requirement compared to [18] . In our MF implementation (with power-of-2 quantization) our architecture consumes 2x lesser on-chip memory in comparison to any best-case method available in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. Comparison based on DSP blocks shows that our architecture consumes 11.8x lesser blocks compared to both [10] and [17] , and 6.7x lesser blocks compared to [18] . The power efficiency of our implementation is calculated to be 86.15 GOP/sec/watt and 88.49 GOP/sec/watt for WM and MF mode of MulNet architecture, respectively. This power performance estimation is calculated with the total power consumption of PL and PS together. Moreover, MulNet achieves comparable performance to other state-of-the-art implementation. Our results show 1.26x, 1.02x and 0.844x better performance (GOP/sec) compared to [17] , [18] and [10] , respectively. Therefore, our results objectively testify our claim of significant reduction in utilizing resources, while maintaining at par performance level.
VIII. ACCURACY EVALUATION
The accuracy of the proposed processor for different bitwidth and quantization formats on MLeNet, CIFAR-10 and AlexNet workloads are shown in Table 6 . The MLeNet CNN is trained on MNIST dataset which is a dataset of handwritten digits composed of 60,000 training 28 × 28 gray scale images and 10,000 similar test images. As shown in Table 6 , the accuracy of the 16-bit and 32-bit fixed point quantized model has very negligible drop of 0.08%. On the other hand, the power-of-2 quantization results in 0.26% accuracy drop. CIFAR-10 is trained on tiny images of CIFAR-10 dataset which consists of 60,000 images of size 32×32 in 10 classes, with 6,000 images per class. The dataset is divided into 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images. Similarly, we trained CIFAR-10 network and computed 8-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit fixed point, and 8-bit power-of-2 quantization. The change in accuracy with respect to bitwidth changes are also summarized in Table 6 . As shown in the table, for 16-bit and 32-bit fixed point quantization, the accuracy drop for the quantized model is very minimal with 0.7% and no drop, respectively. In the same way, we trained AlexNet on Cats and Dogs dataset from Kaggle [38] . The training dataset contains 25,000 images of dogs and cats with image size of 227 × 227. The total computation workload and the number of weight parameters for AlexNet trained on this dataset is analyzed in Table 4 . We quantized the trained model using 8-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit fixed point, and 8-bit power-of-2. As shown in Table 6 , for 8-bit fixed point quantization the AlexNet network does not perform well, with accuracy drop of 38.6% compared to the 32-bit Caffe trained model. The original Caffe trained model has an accuracy of 90.16%. Our quantization has resulted in a negligible drop in accuracy for 32-bit fixed point quantization, 16-bit fixed point quantization and power-of-2 quantization. Their respective accuracy drops are 0.84%, 0.0% and 1.16%. Comparatively, MLeNet is more resilient for lower bit quantization in both fixed point and power-of-2 quantization modes compared to AlexNet and CIFAR-10. On the other hand, AlexNet has smaller accuracy drop compared to CIFAR-10 for power-of-2 quantization. In summary, the accuracy drops from our proposed processor, MulNet, is comparable or even better than other state-ofthe-art designs. At the same time MulNet gives the higher resource utilization efficiency and offers flexibility across different CNN architectures.
IX. CONCLUSION
A novel and highly flexible CNN processor architecture that can compute most regular CNN variants with MF processing cores aiming for attaining higher resource utilization efficiency is presented. We formulated fixed-point and power-of-2 quantization techniques to achieve a MF operation. We also devised a scheme that utilizes the processing system (PS) for memory-centric layers and the programmable logic (PL) for computation-centric layers. We implemented Modified LeNet, CIFAR-10 Full, ConvNet Processor (CNP), MPCNN, and AlexNet to evaluate our architecture. Our results show promising performance of our proposed, MulNet, with MF processing cores. It saves 36%-72% on-chip memory and 10%-44% DSP48 IPs compared to MulNet with cores implemented using multiplier. Comparison with the state-of-the-art showed a very promising 25-40x DSP48 and 25-29x on-chip memory reduction with up to 136.9 GOP/sec performance and 88.49 GOP/sec/watt power efficiency. Hence, our results demonstrate that the proposed architecture can be very expedient for resource constrained devices. One limitation of our architecture is that for each CNN model it requires customization of the design parameters to fit the characteristics of MulNet. We plan to alleviate this limitation by developing an automated framework (utilizing MulNet as a template), that can generate a synthesized hardware IP using an optimization algorithm over the network architecture and the target FPGA without the need for designer customization, and with an aim of achieving higher resource utilization efficiency.
